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Abstract

Within the scope of Industry 4.0, Automated Guided Vehicles (AGVs) are used to streamline logistics through the usage of efficient
path finding methods. The current path finding methods in the industry rely on excessive usage of guidance in the shape of magnets,
tapes or QR codes on the floor that the AGVs follow to reach their destinations. However, the current methods lack operational
flexibility and are costly to scale in the cases of job-shop floor expansions. In this paper, a dynamic path finding method with
obstacle avoidance is presented which utilizes distance measuring sensors to avoid obstacles and reach the goal destination using
the most direct path as possible. Tests for functionality and multi-agent scaling have been conducted to evaluate the performance of
the dynamic method in a multi-agent setting. The results show that the dynamic method scales properly and is capable of navigating
multiple agents through a simulated warehouse environment autonomously and without relying on external guidance. The dynamic
method is able to avoid most collisions using distance measuring sensors and multi-agent negotiation to resolve conflicts among the
agents that could have resulted in potential collisions. The proposed dynamic method provides a flexible and scalable path finding
method for use in Industry 4.0.
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1. Introduction

Industry 4.0 is an approach to manufacturing that is driven by the need for adapting production to the ever changing
needs of the market [10]. A subject of Industry 4.0 that has seen major developments so far is logistics. Current inter-
nal and external logistics benefit from automation technologies in the form of Automated Guided Vehicles (AGVs).
AGVs require path finding to ensure safe and efficient transportation. AGVs can be managed and organized through
the utilization of the Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) approach. With the MAS approach, AGVs can communicate, co-
ordinate and cooperate to handle complex tasks. Techniques like negotiation can also help resolve conflicts regarding
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resource allocation so that the overall workflow of AGVs are not disrupted or put in a deadlock situation. These types
of systems, utilizing AGVs with MAS structures, still require further research and development in order to improve
collision avoidance, path finding and conflict resolution.

One of the most labor-intensive and costly activities within warehouses is the order picking process [2]. The
current utilization of path finding methods for AGVs depends on mostly static external guidance in the shape of lines,
tapes or magnets on the ground which the vehicles scan and follow to reach their destinations and avoid obstacles
in an environment. This reliance on external guidance has negative implications when considering scaling costs and
reconfigurability [1]. For example, when a layout change is required within the warehouse, the guidance tapes or
magnets need additions or adjustments which require resources and additional workforce. In short, guidance reliant
approaches lack the flexibility required by Industry 4.0 standards [1].

Contrary to static path finding approaches that rely on external guidance, this paper presents a dynamic path finding
method with obstacle avoidance for multi-agent AGV systems that allows the AGVs to work in dynamic environments
without relying on excessive external guidance from their environment. The dynamic method is inspired by the Po-
tential Field path finding algorithm’s [3] usage of repulsive and attractive forces to find the optimal path. The dynamic
method uses distance measuring sensors to allow real-time path finding and obstacle avoidance for AGVs. Allowing
the AGVs to move around autonomously imposes another challenge where AGVs can become obstacles for each other.
To solve such cases, negotiation and conflict resolution are deployed to ensure that the AGVs can accomplish their
tasks without hindering each other. The dynamic path finding method is implemented to run in a virtual simulation
that contains 10 AGVs working in a multi-agent environment.

Through this research, the technical details, challenges, strengths and weaknesses of the dynamic path finding
method are aimed to be highlighted through testing the dynamic path finding method for functionality and multi-agent
scaling. During the tests, the dynamic method’s multi-agent scaling and performance metrics are recorded and are
then discussed upon. Based on the findings, the dynamic method has the potential to be used in Industry 4.0 with
emphasis on manufacturing and logistics related work loads. The proposed method can potentially cut costs related to
expansions (warehouse expansions, layout changes etc.) and adapt to ever changing environments autonomously and
without requiring external guidance.

2. Background

Industry 4.0 is a strategic initiative to pioneer the ongoing revolution of the manufacturing sector [9]. This revolu-
tion was triggered due to developments made in Information and Communication Technologies which allows smart
automation of cyber-physical systems with decentralized control alongside advanced connectivity [10]. Through these
technological advancements, businesses in Industry 4.0 can adapt to rapid increase and variety in customer demands
while also being able to compete with other businesses working in similar areas of production. Resource efficiency
and flexibility in production are two important factors that define the need for Industry 4.0 [11]. Within Industry 4.0,
advancements in technology like automation, smart factories, self-optimization, self-organization and more open up
possibilities for efficient and flexible solutions to be applied. In fact, since the beginning of the Industry 4.0 movement,
the logistics sector of production has seen improvements to working efficiency and flexibility through the usage of
AGVs [1, 6, 12].

Multi-agent systems approach is suitable for managing and organizing AGVs within the scope of Industry 4.0.
Multi-agent systems (MAS) is a field of artificial intelligence where it presents the principles for construction of
systems including multiple agents and providing the mechanisms needed for coordination of individual agents [4].
When working with a problem domain that is complex, large or unpredictable, a way to reasonably address the
problem is to implement a number of functionally specific and modular components (agents) that each has their own
specializations to solve a particular aspect of the problem [13]. These modular components, or agents, work within an
environment in which they fulfill their tasks while also communicating and coordinating with each other. The agents
can also interact with their environment where they can influence it and can be influenced by it during operation.
In multi-agent systems, identifying and resolving different viewpoints and conflicts between agents is a difficult task
when agents try to coordinate their actions [13]. In order to resolve conflicts between agents, negotiation techniques
can be used where two or more agents assess the situation from their perspective and negotiate a solution [17].
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3. Related Work

Path finding is a part of transportation and movement that is concerned with finding the most efficient path from
a point in place, to a destination. Path finding, or path planning, is a fundamental requirement for AGVs to work
effectively [6]. Hence, path finding research has been conducted for many years and has also been receiving further
attention since the beginning of the Industry 4.0 movement. In the past, researchers have looked into the possible path
finding methods for AGVs. In one instance, a smart factory prototype has been developed in which the environment is
mapped as a 2D grid and the AGVs can utilize the A* path finding algorithm to traverse the environment like it was a
graph [5]. The algorithm can generate a path for each AGV on the factory floor with collision and obstacle avoidance.
The authors highlight an area for future work where a switch to a dynamic path finding algorithm can improve the
multi-agent systems’ performance while also being capable of replacing the collision avoidance rules [5]. Compared
to the algorithm presented in paper [5], the dynamic method does not require the environment to be mapped and is
capable of avoiding moving obstacles as well as static. Dynamic path finding research also corresponds to the future
work that the authors of paper [5] have identified.

In another paper, an altered version of the Dijkstra path finding algorithm, that takes traversal time into account,
has been used for AGV path finding to traverse a 2D graph of a simulated environment [6]. The work provided by the
authors of paper [6] requires a 2D graph-like representation of an environment. Although sufficient for static environ-
ments, their algorithm may not be suitable for use in dynamic environments. Also, the authors made no assumptions
regarding the presence of obstacles and how to avoid them in their paper, which the dynamic method that is presented
in this paper takes into consideration when planning a path to a destination for AGVs.

Another paper [8] presents a multi-agent path finding solution that utilizes priority based optimization where the
agents need to pay attention to their battery levels as well as avoiding collisions with obstacles and with other agents
in the environment. The method presented in the paper relies on the pre-processing of the environment in order to
provide the agents with the optimal path based on resource allocation priorities. The authors of paper [8] plan to
extend their studies with experimental evaluations to understand the scalability of their method. Compared to paper
[8], the dynamic path finding method, that this research paper presents, does not rely on pre-processing the multi-agent
environment but instead uses real-time collision avoidance and negotiation to provide the optimal path for the agents.

Another research presents a different approach to path finding by utilizing the Potential Field path finding algo-
rithm to generate artificial potential function of the environment using distance transforms [7]. In the Potential Field
algorithm, a global representation of an environment can be obtained in order to plan a path at the global level [3].
The algorithm can generate a representation of an environment as a field of vectors flowing from a starting position,
to a goal destination. The goal destination acts as a sink and generates an attractive force that directs vectors towards
it, and the obstacles generate repulsive forces where they direct the vectors away from them. The authors of paper
[7] have implemented the algorithm using an AGV on a small scale to work in a custom environment with obstacles
and destinations. The findings of paper [7] indicate that the potential field method for path planning can save pre-
processing time compared to other methods. Similar to the approach presented in paper [7], the dynamic path finding
method also relies on the usage of attractive and repulsive force vectors to avoid collisions and provide path finding for
AGVs. Unlike the approach in paper [7], the dynamic method handles the calculations of these force vectors during
run-time instead of pre-processing them.

4. Dynamic Path Finding

The dynamic path finding method, presented in this paper, is inspired by the usage of repulsive and attractive
forces found in the Potential Field path finding algorithm. The obstacles in the environment repel the agent from
their direction and the goal destination pulls the agent towards it. The Potential Field path finding algorithm was not
originally designed to work in real-time, multi-agent and dynamic environments. It works in static environments to find
an optimal path, before run-time, using pre-processing to calculate the attractive and repulsive vector fields. However,
with some modifications to the way the Potential Field algorithm works, the usage of repulsive and attractive vector
forces can be calculated for multi-agent and dynamic environments in real-time. The dynamic path finding method
uses proximity sensors that can measure distances to objects to calculate a part of the path instead of calculating it all
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at once. This allows the agents to adapt to rapid changes in the environment especially when the environment to be
traversed is not entirely known to the agent.

The dynamic method uses both the direction towards the goal destination and the summation of the directions away
from obstacles based on the agents current position in the environment to find the optimal path. The direction towards
the goal destination, the attractive force vector, always influences the path of the agent whereas obstacles only affect
it when they are detected by the agent’s proximity sensors and are in close range.

Diratt = ˆVtarget − ˆVstart (1)

To calculate the attractive force (Diratt), the normalized starting vector for the vehicle ( ˆVstart) is subtracted from the
normalized target vector towards the goal destination ( ˆVtarget) as seen in Equation 1. When obstacles are detected by
the sensors, first, the agent has to get the distance measurements to the obstacles from the agent’s current position.

Dist( �O, �V) =
√

( �Ox − �Vx)2 + ( �Oy − �Vy)2 + ( �Oz − �Vz)2 (2)

The distance between the obstacle and the agent vehicle is calculated as presented in Equation 2. In the equation,
vector �O refers to the obstacle vector and vector �V refers to the vehicle vector. If the distance (Dist( �O, �V)) is in
critical range, the repulsive force needs to be calculated in order to avoid a potential collision. The critical distance
for collisions is set to be roughly half the maximum distance the sensors can detect objects. The exact value for the
critical distance is 4 units (points in coordinates) where the maximum range of the sensor is 7 units. These values are
assigned based on the vehicle length which is 4 units.

Dirsa f e = V̂ − Ô (3)

To calculate the repulsive force, the method finds a safe direction (Dirsa f e) away from the obstacle by subtracting
the normalized obstacle vector (Ô) from the normalized vehicle vector (V̂) as seen in Equation 3.

M = Distcrit − Dist( �O, �V)

0.5 < M < Distcrit

(4)

The safe direction vector then needs to be multiplied by a value (M) which is acquired by subtracting the distance
to the obstacle (Dist( �O, �V) from the determined critical distance (Distcrit) for avoiding collisions (Equation 4). The
distance value Distcrit is used to determine whether an obstacle is in collision range or not (closer than 4 units). The
multiplier M is clamped between the value 0.5 and Distcrit (Equation 4). Therefore, the closer the obstacle is to the
vehicle, the greater the multiplier. After the multiplier value is calculated, the safe direction (Dirsa f e) calculated earlier
is multiplied by the calculated multiplier value (M) to generate the final repulsive force vector away from the obstacle
(Equation 5).

Dirrep = M.Dirsa f e (5)

The agent is responsible for calculating the repulsive force vectors for each obstacle currently in proximity. For
every obstacle in critical range, the dynamic method sums up all of the calculated safe direction vectors away from
obstacles (Equation 6).

n∑
i=1

Dirsa f ei = Dirsa f e1 + Dirsa f e2 + ... + Dirsa f en (6)

In Equation 6, the variable n represents the total number of obstacles currently in critical range. After the safe
directions are summed up, the average distance (Avgdist) between all obstacles in critical range needs to be calculated
(Equation 7).

Avgdist = ((
n∑

j=1

Dist( �O, �V) j)/n)/Distcrit

1 < Avgdist < Distcrit

(7)
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Fig. 1. (a) Local minimum trap example; (b) Resolving local minimum with a soft obstacle

The average distance value is then used to multiply the summation of safe direction vectors to create a final collec-
tive direction (Dirrep f inal) away from multiple obstacles in critical range (Equation 8).

Dirrep f inal = Avgdist.

n∑
i=1

Dirsa f ei (8)

Finally, as seen in Equation 9, the method sums up the direction vectors (towards the goal and away from obstacles)
and adds them to the current position vector of the agent to provide it an arbitrary path and direction that it needs to
follow to reach its goal while avoiding obstacles in its path.

TargetPath = Vstart + (C.Diratt) + Dirrep f inal (9)

In Equation 9, the reason why Diratt is multiplied by a coefficient C is to push more incentive towards going to the
goal destination at all times. The coefficient can be increased or reduced to alter the attractive force being applied to
the agent. It is ideal to keep it above 1.0 to make sure that the path finding method prioritizes going towards the goal
at all times. In the simulation, the coefficient C is assigned 2.0 as its value. All of the above calculations are executed
every 0.2 seconds within the simulation until the agent reaches its target destination.

A common challenge encountered when using the potential field path finding algorithm is the local minimum issue
[3, 14]. The local minimum issue in potential field path finding algorithm is often observed when an agent needs to
go to a destination directly behind a large object. In such situations, both the attractive and repulsive vector fields that
affect the agent overlap with each other and the calculated vector value pushes the agent to collide directly with the
obstacle. Since the dynamic method utilizes attractive and repulsive vectors, the local minimum issue is present for
it as well. This issue requires a solution, otherwise, collision with obstacles, in local minimum situations, becomes
highly likely. To get around this issue, the dynamic path finding method records the coordinates for the local minimum
area and marks it as a soft (virtual) obstacle in memory when an agent detects such an area in the environment. An
agent detects the local minimum if the arbitrary path that it calculated points directly towards the goal and there is
an obstacle right in front of it. When the agent encounters such a path, it will try to move away for 5 seconds and if
the path towards collision still persists, the area is marked in memory as a local minimum. The marked soft obstacle
represents a small area that the agent needs to calculate repulsive forces from and avoid in the future. The local
minimum location information is removed from memory once the agent is able to move away from the marked area.

In Fig. 1 (a), the path for the agent leads it on a direct collision course with the obstacle in front of its goal
destination (denoted as the blue dot). The reason why this happens is that the attractive force cancels the repulsive
force due to both of them overlapping, and since the attractive force is always higher than any repulsive force, the
agent is forced to move directly towards the goal destination which will inevitably result in a collision.

In Fig. 1 (b), the agent marks the exact position it recognized as a local minimum and creates a virtual soft obstacle
(orange circle) representation of the area in memory. The agent then adjusts its attractive and repulsive forces to
escape the local minimum to reach its goal destination. Stochastic elements in real-life environments can cause local
minimum traps to occur dynamically. For example, if an item falls off of a storage shelf down on to the floor, the
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Fig. 2. (a) Agent vehicle from different viewing angles; (b) Proximity sensor radius of the vehicle for the simulation

AGVs may be blocked off from the path that they were set on. In such cases, local minimum escape solution provided
by the dynamic path finding method can help the AGV find a way around the obstacle to continue its traversal.

The dynamic path finding method gives independent responsibility to the agent that is traversing the environment
to reach its destination without colliding with obstacles both static and dynamic. The agent detects obstacles using its
proximity sensors in a 360 degree radius with distance information. Most obstacles, that affect the path of the agent,
are mostly detected towards the front of the vehicle so, the 360 degree radius for the sensors is not entirely necessary
for proper functionality. The agent uses the distance information to the obstacle to adjust its rotation to an arbitrary
path which it follows to reach its final destination. This arbitrary path is the summation of the repulsive and attractive
forces the agent is currently under the influence of and the path is represented by a short distance away from the agent
towards the calculated, collision free, direction. During traversal, the agent can encounter local minimum traps in
which it is forced to collide head-on with an obstacle standing directly in front of its goal destination. To resolve this
issue the agent records the location of the local minimum and creates a virtual, soft obstacle in memory from which
it starts calculating repulsive forces. This solution can help the agent escape common local minimum trap situations
and allow it to complete its traversal of the environment without colliding with obstacles in the environment.

5. Multi-Agent Environment

As part of the dynamic path finding method implementation, a multi-agent environment was created to simulate a
storage warehouse environment. Inside this environment, there are storage shelves with work areas spread around their
sides where two distinct agent types, worker agents and the manager agent, communicate and cooperate with each
other to fulfil work orders at those work areas. The worker agents utilize the dynamic path finding method to move
from work area to work area while the manager agent gives the worker agents work orders that they need to fulfil.
However, work order conflicts can occur between the worker agents, where they may have work orders that take place
in the same work areas. These conflicts need to be resolved in order to avoid collisions and potential deadlocks. The
following sections provide further detail into the two agent types and how such conflicts are resolved in the simulated
multi-agent environment.

5.1. Worker Agents

The worker agents are the main path finding agents in the simulated environment. These agents have continuous
work tasks which they need to move towards while avoiding static and dynamic obstacles (other agents). The work
tasks are simply to go over to a specific spot around a shelf, wait there for a specific amount of time and move to a
different work area afterwards.

The shape of the vehicle, that the agents drive, can be seen in Fig. 2 (a). This shape allows the agent to recover
easily from frontal collisions, in case they occur, thus allowing the agent to continue working after a frontal collision.
The two-wheel setup is also simple to control by the agent and allows it to move and turn to any direction in the
horizontal axis (relative to the agent). The wheels also allow independent control which is used when turning the
vehicle left or right. The spherical object attached to the frontal side of the vehicle’s bottom is a low friction static
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object that keeps the front of the vehicle up in order to balance the natural stance of the vehicle. The vehicle is also
accompanied by sensors around its chassis to cover a 360 degree area in the horizontal axis with a radius size of 7
units around a 4 unit long vehicle.

In Fig. 2 (b), the green circle with the origin point located around the front of the vehicle represents the general
area of the sensor through which obstacles can be detected. The sensor is capable of detecting both moving and
stationary objects within its range and also provides distance information to individual, in-range, obstacles. Thus,
using the distance information, the agent can then calculate repulsive and attractive forces which the dynamic path
finding method requires.

The worker agents can switch between a total of four different states during run-time. These states allow the agent
to organize its behavior both towards achieving its goals and towards negotiating with other agents to resolve work
order conflicts. The four states of the worker agents are:

• Idle state: In this state, the agent is waiting for a task to be assigned to it by the manager agent.
• Goal state: In this state, the agent has a goal destination determined to it accompanied by a work order that it

needs to handle at that location. The agent stays in this state until it reaches its goal destination.
• Work state: In this state, the agent has reached its goal destination and is now carrying out the work order that

it was given.
• Negotiation state: This special state is entered when work order conflicts arise between the agents. While in this

state, the worker agents need to wait for the manager agent to give them further instructions as to how to resolve
the conflict.

The worker agents switch between these four states during run-time, continuously in order to stay productive. There
is no exit state, the agents stop working when the simulation is terminated.

5.2. Manager Agent

The manager agent is a singular, meta-agent that is responsible for assigning work orders to worker agents and
keeping track of their progress. This agent does not have a physical presence in the environment and is reliant on
back-and-forth communication between the worker agents and itself. The manager agent assigns random work orders,
with varying priorities, to each and every idle worker agent. Due to the nature of random assignments, two, or more,
worker agents can be responsible for the same work order. The manager agent is responsible for resolving such
conflicts through negotiations held between itself and the worker agents that are in a conflict situation.

Before negotiations can take place, the conflict needs to be identified. The worker agents are not aware of other
worker agents’ whereabouts or their work orders. So, the worker agents require assistance from the manager agent
to detect if other agents require access to the same work area around the same time. A conflict is identified when the
manager agent detects that two or more worker agents are all in close proximity of a work area that they all require
access to at the same time. Once identified, the conflict needs to be resolved through negotiation between the manager
agent and the worker agents. First, the manager agent commands all worker agents, involved in the conflict, to go into
their negotiation state where they wait for further instructions from the manager agent. Second, the manager agent
requires the worker agents to present their work order priorities. Then, a queue is created where the agent with the
highest priority stands at the head of the queue and the rest of the agents are ordered in descending order based on their
priorities. After the queue has been created and ordered based on priority, the manager agent prompts the agent at the
head of the queue with a message saying that it can proceed to the work area. And, once that agent finishes its work
order inside that work area, the manager agent removes that agent from the work queue and prompts the next head of
the queue to proceed until the queue is empty. The negotiation concludes when there are no agents left in the queue.
There is another special case of conflict that can arise after a negotiation round had already started. In this special
case, a late agent approaches a work area that already has a queue designated for it in order to resolve the conflict.
To resolve the special conflict, the late agent is put to the end of the queue regardless of its priority. The rest of the
process is the same afterwards. Through this negotiation, work order conflicts among worker agents are resolved by
the manager agent which helps avoid potential deadlocks and collisions.

Manager agent acts as a centralized command center during negotiations which can cause potential bottlenecks and
single point of failure situations. To overcome such issues, a backup manager agent can be put in place in the cases
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where the original manager agent failed. A move towards a decentralized negotiation structure where worker agents
negotiate entirely on their own can also be a potential solution to issues that may arise from the centralized approach
to negotiation.

6. System Performance and Discussion

The dynamic path finding method and the multi-agent environment were virtually simulated using the Unity Plat-
form [15] where the code was written in C# programming language [16]. Inside the simulated environment, there are
20 storage shelves (with four work areas for each), 10 worker agents and one manager agent.

To test the system for functionality, three test runs were conducted all lasting different time intervals: 5 minutes,
15 minutes and 30 minutes. These tests were repeated 50 times to gather average values for task completions, negoti-
ations, collisions and local minimums. The reason why the tests are repeated is due to the randomized nature of work
order distributions among worker agents. Since each test run would be different from the ones before or after, repeti-
tion helps cover most of the possible random combinations which represents the system performance more accurately.
The average task completion rates for the three test cases can be seen in Fig. 3 (a).

In Fig. 3 (a), the Y-axis represents the average number of tasks completed and the X-axis represents the three test
cases: 5, 15 and 30 minute runs. The worker agents were able to complete 21.95 work orders on average in 5 minutes,
73.27 work orders on average in 15 minutes and 151.82 average work orders in 30 minutes. The average number of
negotiations, collisions and local minimums can be seen in Fig. 3 (b). In Fig. 3 (b), the Y-axis represents the average
numbers for negotiations, collisions and local minimums whereas the X-axis represents the three test cases for 5, 15
and 30 minutes respectively. The agents negotiated an average of 0.6 times for 5 minute runs, average of 2.5 times for
15 minute runs and an average of 5.57 times for 30 minute runs. Some collisions were also recorded by the worker
agents. An average of 0.14 collisions were recorded in 5 minute runs, an average of 0.31 collisions were recorded in
15 minute runs and an average of 0.34 collisions were recorded in 30 minute runs. Average recorded local minimums
are as follows: 0.46 local minimums in 5 minutes, 1.03 in 15 minutes and 3.68 in 30 minutes.

The dynamic path finding method was also tested to examine its multi-agent scaling performance. The method has
been tested using three separate agent configurations: single agent, five agents and 10 agents. During the tests for the
three agent configurations, the total task completion rate and the average task completion rate per agent were recorded
in 15 minute long tests which were repeated 50 times for recording accurate results. The results for the multi-agent
scaling tests can be seen in Fig. 4.

In Fig. 4, the Y-axis represents the number of work orders completed and the X-axis represents the agent config-
urations: single agent, five agents and 10 agents. A single agent was able to complete a total of 8.3 work orders on
average. Five agents were able to complete 39.2 work orders in total and each agent, individually, completed 7.84
work orders on average. Finally, 10 agents completed 73.27 work orders in total and individually, each agent within
the 10 agent configuration completed 7.32 work orders on average.
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where the original manager agent failed. A move towards a decentralized negotiation structure where worker agents
negotiate entirely on their own can also be a potential solution to issues that may arise from the centralized approach
to negotiation.

6. System Performance and Discussion

The dynamic path finding method and the multi-agent environment were virtually simulated using the Unity Plat-
form [15] where the code was written in C# programming language [16]. Inside the simulated environment, there are
20 storage shelves (with four work areas for each), 10 worker agents and one manager agent.

To test the system for functionality, three test runs were conducted all lasting different time intervals: 5 minutes,
15 minutes and 30 minutes. These tests were repeated 50 times to gather average values for task completions, negoti-
ations, collisions and local minimums. The reason why the tests are repeated is due to the randomized nature of work
order distributions among worker agents. Since each test run would be different from the ones before or after, repeti-
tion helps cover most of the possible random combinations which represents the system performance more accurately.
The average task completion rates for the three test cases can be seen in Fig. 3 (a).

In Fig. 3 (a), the Y-axis represents the average number of tasks completed and the X-axis represents the three test
cases: 5, 15 and 30 minute runs. The worker agents were able to complete 21.95 work orders on average in 5 minutes,
73.27 work orders on average in 15 minutes and 151.82 average work orders in 30 minutes. The average number of
negotiations, collisions and local minimums can be seen in Fig. 3 (b). In Fig. 3 (b), the Y-axis represents the average
numbers for negotiations, collisions and local minimums whereas the X-axis represents the three test cases for 5, 15
and 30 minutes respectively. The agents negotiated an average of 0.6 times for 5 minute runs, average of 2.5 times for
15 minute runs and an average of 5.57 times for 30 minute runs. Some collisions were also recorded by the worker
agents. An average of 0.14 collisions were recorded in 5 minute runs, an average of 0.31 collisions were recorded in
15 minute runs and an average of 0.34 collisions were recorded in 30 minute runs. Average recorded local minimums
are as follows: 0.46 local minimums in 5 minutes, 1.03 in 15 minutes and 3.68 in 30 minutes.

The dynamic path finding method was also tested to examine its multi-agent scaling performance. The method has
been tested using three separate agent configurations: single agent, five agents and 10 agents. During the tests for the
three agent configurations, the total task completion rate and the average task completion rate per agent were recorded
in 15 minute long tests which were repeated 50 times for recording accurate results. The results for the multi-agent
scaling tests can be seen in Fig. 4.

In Fig. 4, the Y-axis represents the number of work orders completed and the X-axis represents the agent config-
urations: single agent, five agents and 10 agents. A single agent was able to complete a total of 8.3 work orders on
average. Five agents were able to complete 39.2 work orders in total and each agent, individually, completed 7.84
work orders on average. Finally, 10 agents completed 73.27 work orders in total and individually, each agent within
the 10 agent configuration completed 7.32 work orders on average.
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6.1. Discussion

Based on the results, the dynamic path finding method, based on the Potential Field algorithm, is able to navi-
gate multiple agents through a dynamic environment in real-time using sensors and negotiation. Unlike the original
Potential Field algorithm which was meant to be used in static, single-agent environments. The average task com-
pletion rates for the three time intervals show proper scaling, as seen in Fig. 3 (a), in an environment prone to work
order conflicts and possible deadlocks. These results highlight the importance of negotiation in such settings based on
the findings represented in Fig. 3 (b) where the number of negotiations scale similarly to the tasks completed. This
indicates that, without negotiation, the task completion rates might not have scaled properly. In terms of collision
avoidance, the dynamic path finding method was not able to avoid some collisions as seen in Fig. 3 (b). This outcome
could be due to the the dynamic method not applying enough or appropriate repulsive forces in high-traffic scenarios
where multiple agents pass through the same area at the same time. The amount of local minimums scale similarly to
the amount of tasks completed per test case. This can also factor in as to how the task completion rate scales properly.
Since, escaping local minimum traps allowed the agents to continue moving towards their destinations unhindered.
Compared to related path finding methods, the dynamic method is able to provide AGVs with path finding and obsta-
cle avoidance capabilities without pre-processing the environment and without using external guidance. The dynamic
method also shows proper multi-agent scaling as seen in Fig. 4. As the number of agents increases, the average work
order completion rate per agent drops slightly while the total work order completion rate increases as expected.

7. Conclusion and Future Work

Through this research, a dynamic path finding method with obstacle avoidance has been presented for AGVs uti-
lized in Industry 4.0. Unlike some of the solutions deployed in the industry, this method does not rely on excessive
external guidance (magnets, tapes, QR codes on the floor etc.) to provide path finding capabilities for AGVs. Instead,
through the usage of proximity sensors, the dynamic method can detect and avoid obstacles by calculating the attrac-
tive and repulsive forces, found in the Potential Field path finding algorithm, in real-time. The method as well as the
multi-agent environment have been implemented to run in a virtual simulation to test for functionality and multi-agent
scaling. The results indicate that the overall system works properly with the help of multi-agent negotiation to resolve
agent conflicts and scales properly as the number of agents increase. Negotiation was proven to be an important factor
in ensuring that the agents work in an orderly fashion in the cases of conflicts like needing access to a work area
at the same time. The usage of a manager agent was also beneficial in organizing worker agents and conducting the
negotiation rounds. The manager agent does impose a centralized structure, which may require work around solutions
to avoid possible bottlenecks and single point of failure situations. The dynamic method is capable of avoiding most
collisions, however, high traffic scenarios caused the collision avoidance to not work properly at times which may
require smarter and more aggressive usage of repulsive forces to avoid obstacles. Local minimum escape implemen-
tation also shows promise where it helped agents escape trap situations and continue working without getting stuck in
places.
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The dynamic path finding method has been proven to function and scale properly, and it can potentially bene-
fit future implementations of AGV oriented systems to be used in Industry 4.0. The dynamic method also acts as
a foundation for future work in which further research can be conducted. Obstacle avoidance of the dynamic path
finding method will be worked on in order to improve robustness in high-traffic scenarios against collisions. There
are plans to implement the dynamic path finding method in a real-life environment using a decentralized and dis-
tributed architecture to evaluate its feasibility and efficiency with regard to Industry 4.0 standards. Additionally, the
dynamic method requires additional testing using complex tasks for the agents which require extensive collaboration
and communication between the agents.
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